
Our Wonderful World 

Reading focus:  This term we will explore fiction and non-fiction texts 

that will support our learning about seasons, our world, transport 

and light. I have added some recommended reads to our knowledge 

organiser that you may wish to explore with your child . 

RECEPTION - SUMMER 2 

Maths… 
 
We will consolidate the key 

mathematical skills that we have 

acquired this year;  subitising, 

counting, composition, sorting and 

matching, comparing and ordering. 

We will explore doubling, sharing 

and grouping and we will also learn 

about odd and even numbers.  

We will continue to develop our 

spatial awareness; visualising and 

building with objects and using and 

interpreting maps.  

Communication and Language… 
We will continue to learn and use new 
vocabulary.  
 

Personal, Social and Emotional 
Development… 
We will engage in new challenges, show 
perseverance and set our own challenges. 
 

Physical Development… 
We will develop our ball skills as well as 
taking part in team games and athletic 
activities. Developing our writing, cutting, 
drawing and painting skills will still be a 
focus. 
 

Understanding the World… 
We will continue to explore the changing 
seasons. We will learn about our world, 
how to take care of it, travel, light and 
significant people like Neil Armstrong.  
 

Expressive Arts and Design... 
We will explore mixing and changing 
colours. There will also be a creative 
project where we will go through the 
processes of planning, building and 
evaluating.  
 

RE… 
We will learn about and compare special 

places and special times.  

 

Early Computing… 
We will be introduced to a chrome book.  
 

Learning to Learn! 
 
 

We will develop our 
abilities to: 

 
Playing and Exploring 

Investigate 

Experience things 

‘Have a go’ 

Active Learning 

Concentrate  

Keep trying 

Enjoy achieving 

Creating and Thinking 
Critically 

Have our own ideas 

Make links 

Develop strategies 

English… 
 
We will consolidate the word 

reading skills that we have 

acquired this year. 

We will work on speed word 

recognition and reading fluency.  

We will continue to explore 

both fiction and non-fiction 

texts and learn about the 

features of them. 

We will become capable, 

confident and independent 

writers. 

Seeking to nurture.. 

SelF-belief      CourAge   ResIlience AmbiTion      Harmony 

“Stand firm… be courageous” 1 Cor 16:13 


